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Catford King

Thomas Bindle

“You won’t believe what just happened. I was standing
out there, getting ready to stride toward the ball, when a
strange feeling came over me. I was looking right at the
football. It was up on the tee. I was standing ten yards
away, looking right at it, waiting for the whistle so I could
make my approach, and that’s when I got this strange
insight. I wish I could describe it, Gary, but it was too
wild, too unbelievable. It was too everything, man. Nobody
would understand what I meant if I tried to describe it.”
“Describe it,” I said.
“I sensed knowledge in the football. I sensed a strange
power and restfulness. The football possessed awareness.
The football knew what was happening. It knew. I’m sure
of it.”
“Are you serious, Bing?”
“The football knew that this is a football game. It knew
that it was the center of the game. It was aware of its own
footballness.”
“But was it aware of its own awareness? That’s the
ultimate test, you know…”
—Don DeLillo, End Zone

d. graham burnett : On the occasion of Cabinet’s
current theme issue, it’s a pleasure to host our roundtable discussion this evening—a conversation that
we hope will meaningfully re-center a number of
debates associated with theoretical reflection on the
culture and history of “sport.” Picking up on a streak
of recent philosophical work that has urged experimentation with various heuristic vitalisms, our aim
here will be to “think sports” from a perspective
frequently overlooked, and thereby to solicit insights
from a subject position ineluctably central to many
sport forms, but almost entirely marginal (for whatever reason) to sport discourse. To that end, then,
let’s have our panelists briefly introduce themselves.

Xin Hao

June Bentevolo

catford king : Good evening. I’m Catford King,
and I am the 1966 fifa World Cup final ball. I
participated in England’s 4-2 victory over West
Germany (with Geoff Hurst scoring a memorable hat
trick) at Wembley Stadium on 30 July of that year.
I currently reside in Preston, and lecture in cultural
studies at the University of Lancashire.
june bentevolo: And I’m June Bentevolo,
and I’m based in Redwood City, California. I’m
an artist. But in 1973 I was one of the polyester
balls that Professional Bowling Association hallof-famer Paul Colwell notoriously left soaking in a
highly volatile mixture of toluene-based solvents
in the bathtub of his hotel room the night before
a major tour tournament. Some of you will know
that this was a technique for “softening” the new
generation of synthetic bowling balls of that era, to
give them more spin-grip on the waxed lanes. It was
hard on all of us. The practice came to a halt after
the scandal occasioned by Colwell’s near-death that
night from the inhalation of toxic fumes. I also
teach art.
xin hao: Hello, I am Xin Hao—you can call me
Jimmy—and I’m a table tennis ball. I am a ChineseAmerican, and I recently finished a PhD in rhetoric
at Berkeley. I’m currently doing a post-doc in Media,
Culture, and Communication at nyu, and I serve on
the editorial board of Cross-Cultural Poetics.
thomas bindle : Thomas Bindle. I’m what’s known
as a “last out” baseball, and I was autographed by
Cleon Jones, the Mets’ left fielder who caught the
final pop fly in the ’69 World Series. I am, however,
just one of a large number of balls Jones signed with
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that date, 10-16-69. So there’s that. I’m a writer.
I’ve worked in the memorabilia industry, and been
involved in museum work as a docent. My training
is in history.

burnett : Thank you all for participating. Let’s
begin with a question about definitions. Let’s reconnoiter our domain: What is “sport?” What
are “sports?” Can this category be meaningfully
defined?
hao [ping-pong ball]: The first problem here
involves distinguishing between “sports” and
“games”—both of which are rooted in the concept of
play. But an English speaker immediately feels distinctive semantic fields jostling.
bindle [baseball]: The issue of play is key. The
significant early theoreticians of play—I’m thinking Huizinga, of course (Homo Ludens, 1938), but
also Caillois (Les jeux et les hommes, 1958)—didn’t
parse the categories in a way that emphasized the
particularities of what we think of as “sport.” Their
novel sociological-psychological approaches focused
on play itself—on the pleasures of chance/fate, on
the social function of competition, on the vertigo
of vigor and exertion. On that nexus. This sort of
historico-critical research into play-dynamics was
what the Danish historian Per Maigaard, writing in
1951, wanted to call “ludology.” The vision was to
try to understand play in all its forms, from ombre
to hopscotch, craps to pétanque, chess to pillowfights. One can read Bernard Suits’s visionary book
The Grasshopper: Games, Life and Utopia of 1978 as a
philosophical elaboration of this very project. Suits
there sought to specify the contours of what he
called the “lusory attitude,” the necessary mental
posture of a “player” undertaking one of the forms of
formal and regulated “play”: he or she must accept
the “contract” of such a situation, which involves
a willingness, as Suits puts it, to submit to a set of
arbitrary rules in the course of a “voluntary attempt
to overcome unnecessary obstacles.” In a “utopia,”
Suits pointed out, there would be, by definition, no
real obstacles—so every instance of game playing
can actually be understood as kind of premonition of, or feint toward, utopia. It is a remarkable
argument.

burnett : But what about “sport”? The term marks
off an irregular zone on the semantic field of “playing games,” no?
bindle [baseball]: To be sure. Not all “games” are
“sports,” which feels initially like a subset of the
universe of games. But it may even be more complicated than that, since there are domains of what we
comfortably call sport that have, one could easily
argue, precious little to do with “play” in the sense
that interested Caillois, Suits, et al. Professional auto
racing? Not very “playful.” Closer to violent, mechanomorphic pornography, in my personal opinion.
But a “sport?” it would be difficult to say no, given
the way Americans engage with nascar . It ranks
higher in American tv viewership than everything
else—basketball, baseball, golf—with the exception
of the nfl .
king [soccer ball]: I don’t mean to get testy here,
but I think we could waste a lot of time on defining
“sport.” I take issue with the question. Definitions?
I’m with Nietzsche: only what has no history can be
defined.” “Sport” has a history. Definition is therefore impossible, qed.
hao [ping-pong ball]: I disagree. Sport can be
“defined” perfectly effectively, and it’s clarifying
to do the work. Take Gregory Stone’s well-known
typology from 1973 : “sport” is a body of activities
that lie in the middle zone of a continuum that runs
from “mere play” across to “pure spectacle.”1 This
captures something we all feel immediately about
the category—that sport encompasses much, but not
all, of the terrain we associate with “play”; and yet
it also extends into a sphere of physically embodied
“performance-situations” quite distinct from mahjong or roulette or “cowboys and Indians.”
king [soccer ball]: Descriptively, this is unobjectionable. Sure. But to the extent that we permit this sort
of American social-science-for-sports-managementundergraduates analysis to substitute for philology
and genealogy, for critical history, to that extent we
are accessories to the basic crime: we suborn the
perjurious delusions that naturalize socio-cultural
formations. We ratify the status quo. We feed cud—
pre-masticated cud, suitable for perpetual cycles of
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PLAY

Focus:
Participants:
Rewards:
Basis for action:
Action theme:
Structure:
Dynamics:
Goal:

Participants
“Players”
Intrinsic
Authenticity
Spontaneous expression
Open/self-created
Free flowing
Personal enjoyment

SPORTS

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

SPECTACLE

Spectators
Characters (heros & villains)
Extrinsic
Staged personas (cheats and spoilsports)
Choreographed drama
Fixed by management
Anticipated and planned
Entertain audience

internal ruminative regurgitation—to the cattle in
the stands. I’m an English Marxist. I’ve received
my copies of New Left Review since issue six. I am a
totally unregenerate anti-Thatcherite relic. You are
looking at a street fighter from Dewsbury, born in
the shadow of the Slazenger factory. In Dewsbury,
the ten o’clock gun still sounded after the war—
ghost-echo of the mill smashers. So I ask you: What
was it, exactly, that carried “play” across into the
space of “spectacle,” Jimmy? And why did this process bequeath to the English-speaking world, at the
high meridian of the British Empire, a meaningful
concept field that lumped together mountaineering,
javelin, shinny, pugilism, cricket, fly-fishing, cycling,
golf, and a great bollocks of other gettings-on,
including a motley of traditional village amusements
then taking shape as what would become rugger and
football? What happened to badger baiting, mate?
A “sport” par excellence circa 1785, but no longer
quite “cricket” by 1870? That’s a bit odd, no? Or
am I amiss? All this is a very specific formation. It’s
historical. It’s the product of the specific dynamics
of class and capital in the long nineteenth century!
Sod the little explanatory charts with the wingdings
and the captions!

we could all agree on the importance of the work
of the leftist social historians who have built out
the basic narrative of sport history—especially in
Britain. I don’t think there is anyone at this point
who really contests the notion of a “revolution” in
sports across the Victorian-Edwardian watershed.
People push the timing around. But the scale
of change in the period 1870–1910 cannot be
questioned. It’s the period that sees, inter alia: the
codification of the rules of most of the major sports
played in the British Isles (and because of the
empire, and British power generally, yes, beyond
Britain); the rise of the governing bodies and
associations that drafted and promulgated these
codified rules; and, of course, the emergence of the
vitally important self-regulating “club” structures
(for soccer and rugby and cricket and rowing and
many other sporting activities) that increasingly
defined masculine upper-middle- and eventually
middle-middle-class life. All of this—like the
concentration of sporting events and sport-oriented
leisure activities on Saturdays, and the fascinating
problems of the new sports “professionals”—all of
this is inextricable from the larger economic and
social history of post-Enlightenment Europe. The

bindle [baseball]: If I could come in here, perhaps?
I take Catford to be invoking the close ties between
industrialization and organized sport. And I think

Above: A visual depiction of Gregory Stone’s analysis
of the place that sports occupies between play and
spectacle.
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end of blood sports and the delinking of vigorous
collective outdoor play from the agricultural cycles
of village life and the country-life customs of the
great estates—once again, all this is certainly the
product of enclosure, industrialization, and the
standardization of the work-rhythms of modern
capitalism. As Catford reminds us, soccer and rugby
alike have their origins in the immemorial traditions
of villages that would, on one or another occasion
of the premodern calendar, conduct vast scrums
over hill and dale attempting to secure bragging
rights for the season—by driving a pig’s bladder
into the neighboring square, or by absconding with
a misshapen bag of feathers. This is indeed a long
way from confraternal cliques of men in matching
shorts doing warm-ups for an officiated match
on a well-rolled club turf in Clapham. And the
difference speaks volumes concerning the contours
of modernity.

bentevolo [bowling ball]: The uniforms. The
calisthenics. The keeping together in time. The term
“play” becomes the word for a specific, wellchoreographed, and coordinated maneuver. That
is a long way from ludology.
king [soccer ball]: Hello! Indeed! Shake hands
with the palpably proto-fascist subject latent in
the late nineteenth-century “sporting revolution!”
There are plenty of English Heritage–style sports
historians who are in perfect denial here. Puff
on the pipe, snort of snuff, and they’re off: “Ehm,
ehm, note the autochthonous character of British
athletics, the egalitarian charms of sportsmanship. …
I take the cricket pitch to be the Georgian Magna
Carta … blather blather.” These blokes want to
de-emphasize the social-control dynamics inherent
in the sports revolution, or they want to point
across the channel—at the krauts or the frogs—and
allege the statist-nationalist formations over there,
in contradistinction to the English case. It’s all just
special pleading. Footballs like me—we saw the
changes. It was one thing to be the warm heart of a
village festival, a mob-saturnalia careening messily
through the fields; quite another to be placed in the
center of an arena, and to face rank-lines of welldrilled men, who kept in formation and executed
their maneuvers…

bindle [baseball]: Even if you don’t go all the way
to a para-paranoiac interpretation of these changes,
there can be no denying there is much going on here.
I think immediately of Richard Holt’s remarkable
interpretation of the rise and fall of “amateurism”
as an ideal in British athletics across the nineteenth
century. How did he put it? “Amateurism provided
a bridge between the old world of aristocratic values
and the new one of bourgeois exertion and competitiveness.”2 In this sense, “sport” (which, of course,
became a way men of different social classes could
actually hail each other—an intimacy-invoking code
word satirically skewered by Fitzgerald in Gatsby)
can be understood to have annealed the solidarity
of a new ruling class composed of bourgeois strivers and old landed interests. Simultaneously, the
pageantry of arena sports, national athletics, and
international sporting contests vividly colored the
middle-class imaginary and created new rituals for
expressive cathection to supra-regional loyalties.
hao [ping-pong ball]: This is nationalism, of course.
What we are now discussing is nationalism. I would
totally accept that nationalism was essential to the
process by which the “sport formation” came to
straddle play and spectacle in the period before the
Great War. I would never dispute that. But we need
to widen this discussion. We are turning in tighter
and tighter circles around the playing fields of Eton.
I’m getting claustrophobic.
bentevolo [bowling ball]: No mention of gender or
sexuality. Though, in some sense, that’s precisely the
subject: one need only flip the whole conversation
over to realize that we have been building a good
argument for the gendered construction of national
identity in the nineteenth century. Sport was a
means to that end. What’s “sport”? Here’s a definition for you: “play in the service of nationalism.”
hao [ping-pong ball]: Men at play, in the service of
nationalism.
burnett : Interesting. Shall we pivot? I propose
a turn to the question of ball sports in particular,
and, of course, the ball itself. Balls as such. I was
struck by Catford’s invocation of the ball’s-eye view
of the historical evolution from folk football to the
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modern World Cup game. Shall we move, then, to
a reprise of Thomas Nagel’s great question-essay in
The Philosophical Review of 1973, “What is it like to
be a bat?” He meant, of course, one of the animals in
the order Chiroptera—not the “Louisville Slugger”
kind of bat. Bracketing that, can I go ahead and ask:
What’s it like to be a ball?

hao [ping-pong ball]: What ball? What “kind” of
ball. I’m a celluloid sphere, with a hollow, unpressurized interior. That says a lot right there. Equilibrium.
An ease with rejecting the “depth metaphors”
that are so pervasive in most discussions of subjectivity. I am translucent. In fact, I’m made of the
same stuff as film stock: volatile nitrocellulose
stabilized in aromatic camphor. That is me: Evenly
illuminated within by soft light. Light I filter. The
Cartesian mindspace—the blacked theater where
one seeks in the darkness for something, anything,
that is not an illusion—this is without any immediacy for me. I read it, and I try to understand it.
But the problematic upon which it is based has no
direct, phenomenological correlate for me. Catford
is inflated. He’s made of layers. He is opaque, pieced
together. Skin, over flatulent innards. More than
empty, he’s surcharged with his own emptiness. He
leaks emptiness. It distorts him. Inside, a continuous
void-pressure gives him his form, and, dialectically,
imperils it. In this, he reminds me of humans. He
will have to speak himself to this condition of
species-being. It is alien to me.
bentevolo [bowling ball]: And in contrast to all
of that, I’m homogenous. So different. And that’s part
of what made the toluene addictions of the 1970s so
unsettling—to feel one’s homogeneity violated, to feel
oneself partially dissolved, to feel oneself made subtly
elastic at one’s boundaries. Very odd for me, since
I’m so essentially solid. More than solid. I am without variation through my core. Contrast that with
Tom, at whose center is a tightly wound ball of thread.
He is “spooled” within. And within the spoolings
a rubber ball, and within that, a ball of cork. He
is a ball within a ball within a ball within a ball.
Concentricities.
bindle [baseball]: I have a friend who says that
every baseball secretes a “thread-nature.” He says

we are marked by an “Ariadne complex.” It is his
view that baseballs are, because of these windings
inside us, essentially driven to narrative. We move,
every baseball moves, unconsciously, he says, under
E. M. Forster’s great maxim, “only connect”:
Only connect! That was the whole of her sermon.
Only connect the prose and the passion, and both
will be exalted,
And human love will be seen at its height.
Live in fragments no longer.
Only connect…

burnett : A striking suggestion. It puts me in mind,
immediately, of DeLillo’s Underworld, where it is, of
course, the ball itself—the baseball, the “shot heard
’round the world,” Bobby Thomson’s immortal 1951
homer—that we follow, off the bat, over the wall,
and then across the second half of the twentieth
century, as the ball itself, a motile memory, changes
hands. William Boyd called that ball “the key point
de repère” of the novel: “Its progress through time, its
owners, its fate, their fates is the essential cursor that
guides us through the labyrinth of the story DeLillo
tells.”3 It is as if Boyd himself feels the problem: how
can a ball (discrete, particulate, a “point”) serve as
a thread? That right there seems to capture both the
problematic (the “cursory,” blinking, fragmented
nature of modernity) and what may be the solution:
reconceive every particle as an infinitely unspooling
ball. Follow the thread, it tells the story. All trajectories become traceable. All motion is recorded, as if
by durable contrails.
bindle [baseball]: At stake in all this is science
itself, of course. Determinism. Reversibility. Balls,
we must recall, have long played a privileged role
in the history of both matter theory (atomism) and
physics (dynamics)—dating back to antiquity. In
fact, you could go so far as to say that for most of
human history “science” has been “ball theory”: falling balls, balls rolling down inclined planes, billiard
balls, balls of fire. “Getting the ball to tell its story,”
in this sense, amounts to nothing less than knowledge
of nature—and, thereby, fate.
king [soccer ball]: Wouldn’t they love to get my
story! After all, I’m a ball who knows the truth! They
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Harold Edgerton’s 1938 image of a football being kicked is one of the first color
strobe photographs ever taken.
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can consult all the film they want. They can use
computer models of the trajectory of Geoff’s shot in
the 101st minute—but I was there! I saw the goal line
under my body.4

bentevolo [bowling ball]: The ball’s story.
Trajectories. In the mid-1960s, some American publications used a really interesting technique—now
forgotten, I think—for reporting football matches. It
involved printing a chronicle/record in the form of a
time-sequence of ball movements. We are not adopting
the ball’s “point of view” here, exactly—but we are
seeing the “ball’s game” in a relatively deep way.
king [soccer ball]: I love all this thread tracing,
all this happy darning of all the bits together in a
bloody massive cosmic macramé of narratological
bliss—I love Forster and nineteenth-century novels
too. But I feel rather like we are forgetting about
conflict here. About disputes—contestation. It’s not
just about knitting great tangles of interconnectedness. It’s about impact. Ricochet. Movement. Winners
and losers. Whenever the immortal cricketer Bobby
Abel—cockney son of a lamplighter, I remind
you—was bowled out, he set to the task of studying
“the ball that beat me.” He talked like he was in a
showdown with the ball itself. Which he was. But
that wasn’t all. In the 1890s, mind you, as one of that
little gaggle of actual paid professionals, he was forced
to use a separate entrance at most clubs. Gentlemen
only through the front door.
hao [ping-pong ball]: Do you mean to suggest that
his batsmanship was some sort of metonymy for
class conflict?
king [soccer ball]: Not at all. I’ll leave allegory to
you luminous ball-poets. What I mean to say, what
I am saying, is that the path of a ball in a sporting
contest defines a line of confrontation. Trajectories
don’t just “connect”—they divide. Think of what
they call the “line of the ball” in that ur–ball sport,
polo. Essentially all of polo is built around that one
notion: the imaginary line—forward and backwards,
stretching to infinity in both directions—defined
by the path of the ball at any moment in time in the
game. That line—redefined each time the ball is
deflected or redirected—partitions the field of what

is, in effect, mounted combat, training for equestrian
battle: opposing players ride down on each other
in pursuit of the ball. That line—technically called
the “line of the ball”—becomes the “frontline” of
jostling riders. All the rules of the sport—the rules
governing how you can “attack” an opponent, or
steal the ball—all of that is defined by the line of the
ball. The ball’s trajectory is the conflict zone, not some
trail of metaphysical breadcrumbs by which we find
our way in the labyrinth of existence!

burnett : Polo. The “sport of kings.” The element
of mock combat can hardly be denied there, as in
so many other sports. In fact, polo has long been
dogged by a grisly sport-history rumor—presumably an Orientalist fantasy of Asiatic savagery—that
the original polo ball was in fact a severed human
head. Thoughts?
bindle [baseball]: This opens the giant question:
Why a “ball” at all? Whence “ball sports” as such?
What is a ball? We haven’t really touched this. But
this has long been a rich zone of speculative theory.
It was the English armchair prophet of rural vigor,
H. J. Massingham, who, as far as I know, first built
out the folkloric notion of the origin of all ball sports
lying in a series of metonymic substitutions: from
combat over a corpse, to mock combat over a mock
corpse (a puppet, more or less), to a regulated contest over the severed head of that puppet—voilà! a
ball, the first ball.5 Other commentators elaborated
the same evolution a little differently: archaic combat that involved collecting severed heads, to mock
combat over mock-severed heads. The great French
Egyptologist Alexandre Moret and others in the
1920s linked all this to pharaonic fertility rituals
and anxieties about the death of the sun—using
Nilotic legends about the murder and dismemberment of Horus, the vulnerable boy-child of Isis and
Osiris. Such mythopoetic prehistories now have
the odor of James Frazier and a lost world of grand,
speculative theory in the nascent human sciences.
Fine. But it cannot be denied that both ancient
Opposite: Time-sequence depicting the football’s
movements during the third quarter of Princeton’s 28–14
victory over the Columbia Lions in 1967. Courtesy
Princeton Alumni Weekly.
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Egyptian and Mesoamerican ball games, the earliest of which we have archaeological evidence for, do
seem to be linked to fertility cycles. Both the head
and the sun seem indeed to be in play.

bentevolo [bowling ball]: My own preferred
mythographic origin for ball sports is Perseus’s theft
of the single eye shared by the three gray sisters of
Medusa, the Graeae. The first ball game was keepaway, as they scrambled for their eye-ball. Could
they see through it, as Perseus tossed it from hand
to hand? Presumably they could. The sun, the head,
the eye: we are a hair’s breadth from the Bataille of
L’Histoire de l’œil. What a derangement of the senses,
to lunge for one’s own eye as it spins through space
from the hand of another!

ball” of karaoke)—I was ready for this. But the idea
that this centripetal ball-nous (all our eyes on one of
you) is continuously met by an equal and opposite
panoptic ball-sight (all our eyes seeing from your point
of view) in which we all implicitly participate, I was
not ready for that…

hao [ping-pong ball]: Maybe we’ve made your head
spin?
king [soccer ball]: As the saying goes…
burnett : Quite so. My head is, indeed, spinning.
Thank you for that. I think.

bindle [baseball]: I can’t think of a more powerful evocation of Caillois’s fourth and most radical
category for understanding play: ilinx—vertigo, the
whirlpool, turbulence; what he calls the “voluptuous
panic” of a momentary destruction of stable perception. Sport-play continuously courts that disruption.
And the ball knows this. The sun-head-eyeball spinning, careening, in flight from hand to foot to wall to
sky and back…
bentevolo [bowling ball]: All eyes are on the ball…
burnett : I don’t think I’ll ever be able to hear that
familiar exhortation, “keep your eye on the ball!” in
quite the same way again. Our eyes are on the ball,
but they may also be on the ball. The ball as a kind of
reification of the problem of collective attention—I
was ready for this. That you all play a key role in
constellating the regard of humans, and thereby
effect a sort of social-action-at-a-distance—I was
ready for this. That the movement of a sport ball
is a kind of silent music, coordinating us despite
ourselves as only music can (hence the “bouncing
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